HEAVY DUTY HG560
Cast Iron Slide Gate
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HEAVY DUTY HG560
CAST IRON SLIDE GATES
Description

DESCRIPTION

Cast iron slide gates, formerly known as sluice gates, are used to
control the flow of fluid through openings under a face or seating
head, and openings under a back or unseating head.
With seating or face pressure, fluid exerts a force on the front of the
gate. The pressure of the water forces the gate slide against the frame.
In the design of a structure where cast iron slide gates are used, place
the gate so that it will be subjected to a higher seating head whenever
possible. When this is done, a lighter gate can be used, and is usually
more watertight.
Unseating or back pressure is encountered when the depth of fluid is
greater on the back side of the gate. Under these conditions, the fluid
force pushes the slide away from the frame and the total force must
be resisted by the wedging devices and assembly bolts of the gate.
Therefore, gates are designed for considerably less back pressure than
they are for face pressure. The possibility of leakage increases with the
fluid pushing the slide away from its seating surfaces.

GATE OPENINGS

Three types of openings are available.
1.

Square

2.

Rectangular (Width x Height)

3.

Round Flange

72" X 72" HEAVY DUTY HG560 CAST IRON SLIDE GATE

Most cast iron slide gates are used with square openings; however,
many standard sizes of rectangular gates are available. It is standard
practice throughout the gate industry to first designate the width
of the rectangular gate opening, followed by its height. Openings
are normally shown in inches. Hydro Gate® cast iron slide gates are
manufactured with circular openings with a round flange back for
attaching to pipe flanges.

APPLICATIONS

PRESSURE (HEAD) RATINGS

Heads are measured from the horizontal centerline of the gate
opening to the surface of the water. The majority of gate applications
can be handled by the Hydro Gate Heavy Duty HG560 Standard Head
Series, which has a minimum seating rating of 55' and 20' unseating.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our Engineering Department can design custom castings and analysis
for applications requiring higher heads.
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Municipal Sewage Treatment Plants
Municipal Water Works
Power Plants
Flood Control Projects
Dams
Industrial Water Control Projects
Fish Hatcheries

Description
guide bars. In either case, the tops of the guides are furnished with
machine pads for mounting of a yoke.

Any given size of gate in any model may have an actual safe design
rating exceeding the nominal 55-20 rating. Therefore, we reserve the
right to furnish a gate that meets or exceeds the project operating
requirements based on the gate’s specific safe rating. Actual ratings
can be obtained by calling your local sales representative or our
Engineering Department.

SLIDE – GENERAL

Many unique sizes and configurations of gate patterns in Series HG560
have been developed, and we reserve the right to furnish them as
appropriate for special applications.

GATE FRAME

The gate frame forms the shape of the opening (see Figure
1-1). Various types of frames have been available in years past. We have
made the flange back frame the standard because it is the strongest
and most universal of all of those that were used. The flange back
frame has greater rigidity than other types of frames, which allows it
to better withstand abnormal forces encountered during shipment,
handling, and installation. Square and rectangular flange back frames
can be installed with the minimal side and bottom clearances that
normally would be needed for old-style flat back gates.
The frame is machined on its back face for attachment to a wall
thimble. The frame also can be attached to a wall of the structure
with anchor bolts, although this method usually takes longer than wall
thimble mounting because the gate has to be carefully aligned and
then grouted in place.
Cast iron gate frames can be made self-contained by either extending
the guides and furnishing a yoke to close the top of the frame, or by
mounting a yoke with extended legs to the tops of standard-length
Frame Flange
Top Wedge
Side Wedge
Block

The slide in any gate controls flow. Gates in the HG560 series have
square or rectangular one-piece cast iron slides with vertical and
horizontal ribs providing sufficient reinforcement to meet the design
heads. (See Figure 1-2, page 4.) With the gate in the partially open
position, the slide must have sufficient beam strength to transmit the
total water pressure to the sides of the gate opening.
Wedge pads are cast as an integral part of the slide and each has a
machined groove for the side wedge tongue. Guide tongues extend
along each side of the slide for its full height and are fully machined. A
heavy square or rectangular pocket is cast integrally with the slide to
receive a stem block with a square or rectangular end for connecting
the bottom end of the stem to the slide.

SLIDES FOR RISING OR NON-RISING STEM GATES

Rising stem gates are recommended for all applications. The stem
is anchored to the slide with a stem block mounted in a heavy block
pocket cast integrally on the vertical centerline of the slide. The stem
block transmits the stem thrust load into the slide and also resists
the torque reaction of the stem nut. The slide and stem move up and
down as a unit. The stem does not rotate and is locked to the stem
block.
Non-rising stem gate slides have the heavy stem block pocket cast on
the vertical centerline and are above the perimeter of the opening.
This is done so that the stem does not extend significantly into the
flow stream when the gate is open. A non-rising stem rotates but does
not move up or down. As the stem rotates, the stem block becomes
the thrust nut and is pulled or pushed along the stem and, in turn,
pulls or pushes the slide up or down. The stem block resists rotation,
because it has a square end fitting into a square pocket.
Non-rising stems should be used only in those locations where there
is limited headroom or where the stem will interfere with some other
part of the installation, such as a ceiling. The major disadvantage of
the non-rising stem gate is that the threaded operating nut and stem
are always in the exposed position in the gate well. Lubrication of
the threaded portion is difficult, and lack of lubrication may cause
excessive wear on the bronze operating nut. Operation problems of
gates with non-rising stems increase with gate size. Sizes larger than
36" x 36" usually require a lift larger than a rising stem design.

Dovetail
Metal
Seating
Faces

In non-rising stem applications, there is a greater potential for excess
wear on the threads, especially when they are not properly maintained.
Non-rising stem gates are shown as standard for gate sizes up to 60"
x 60" maximum. The use of non-rising stems is not recommended for
large-size gates.

Bottom Wedge

FIGURE 1-1
HYDRO GATE® HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE FRAME
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Description
Top Wedge Hook
Stem Block
Pockets

Dovetail
Metal
Seating
Faces (On
Back Face)

Top & Bottom
Wedge Hook
Adjusting
Set Screw

Side Wedge
Bottom
Wedge Hook
Standard Bottom Slide

FIGURE 1-2
HYDRO GATE® HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE SLIDE

STEM BLOCK

The Hydro Gate® design uses a block of metal, usually cast bronze, to
connect the slide to the bottom end of the stem. The block is either
a cube shape, a cylinder shape, or a cylinder shape with an integrally
cast square flange on one end. The stem block is drilled and threaded
for its full length. The stem block inserts into a pocket cast into the
front of the gate slide. The lower end of the stem is threaded to match
the block. For rising stem gates, the block is locked to the stem after
it is screwed into place with a gib-type key. The stem block for a nonrising stem gate acts as a lift nut, and the stem is locked to the lift at
the top of the stem. The threaded block for the non-rising stem gate
raises or lowers on the stem as it turns and opens or closes the gate.

SLIDES FOR HIGH HEAD THROTTLING SERVICE

STANDARD OR FLUSH-BOTTOM CLOSURE

Most cast iron slide gates are furnished with a flush bottom closure.
This means the slide will fully engage a rubber seal along the bottom
sealing surface of the gate frame in the closed position. The seal is
attached to the frame and can be embedded in the floor of a structure
to create a completely smooth transition through the gate. The
frame mounted seal remains out of the flow path and is much less
susceptible to damage than a slide mounted seal.
The flush bottom gate maintains the same strength, durability and
performance of a standard bottom gate, while simultaneously allowing
for greater adjustability and leakage control during assembly and
installation. The flush bottom gate is designed in full compliance with
all of the performance requirements of AWWA C560.
The standard bottom gate replaces the rubber flush bottom seal with
a fourth seating face. Gates with high seating head (greater than 50ft)
often perform better with a standard bottom closure.

GATE FRAME DESIGN

A gate frame forms the opening and constitutes the gate foundation
on which all other parts are built. Frames are cast iron with a square,
round, or rectangular configuration. The frames are of heavy, onepiece construction with integrally cast guides that support the slide.
Grooves or guide slots are located in the frame, and the integrally
cast guides are fully machined to receive the tongues on the sides of
the slide. The machined guide slots are of sufficient length to support
at least one-half the height of the slide when it is in the fully opened
position. The top of each wedge block pad is machined, drilled, and
tapped for mounting of wedge blocks. Each wedge block pad is
supported by heavy cast iron gussets. The seating surface around the
opening of the frame is machined to receive full-width dovetail facings
of corrosion-resistant metal. Frame, guide groove, seating face, and
wedge pads are machined on massive precision machines in a single
setup to ensure precise fit and smooth operation of the gate.

When cast iron slide gates are to be used under throttling conditions
for seating heads greater than 55', a 45˚ bevel should be utilized at the
bottom edge of the slide. The bottom rib of the slide is tipped up at a
45˚ angle to the face of the gate to form this bevel. The flow through
the partially opened gate is improved as the water travels along the
bevel formed at the bottom of the gate slide, reducing down pull and
minimizing vibration, turbulence, and cavitation.

Wedge
Block
Pad

Gates mounted on closed conduits or that are not open to the
atmosphere should be fitted with an air-intake pipe of sufficient size
to supply the air demand directly downstream from the gate. This
will further reduce turbulence and improve flow through the partially
open gate.

FIGURE 1-3
FLANGE-BACK FRAME SECTION
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Gate Frame Design
FLANGE BACK

The flange-back frame is the strongest gate foundation available. (See
Figure 1-3, page 3.) Because of the distribution of the material, the
U-shaped section of the frame has a greater section modulus with
minimal increase in weight. This extra strength reduces breakage
and warping during handling, storage, and installation. The flangeback frame can be installed easily on a wall thimble. Attachment of
this frame to a concrete wall or other flat surface using anchor bolts
with double nuts (one nut in front, one in back of the flange) is also
common practice. With either method, future removal of the gate is
possible for maintenance or relocation.

design is critical. Height and thickness, as well as spacing, provide the
properties necessary to minimize the tensile stresses and deflection.
For this reason, the slide is always rated for a seating head that is
greater than the unseating head rating.

The front flange is slightly narrower than the back flange all the way
around its periphery. This allows direct access for placing nuts on
studs or anchors to hold the gate in place on the thimble or wall.
Minimum side and bottom clearances are needed for gate installation.
At each side wedge location, a heavy reinforcing rib or gusset is cast
under the wedge pad between the front flange of the frame and the
back flange. Additional rigidity eliminates deflection at the wedge
point to improve water tightness under pressure.

CIRCULAR OPENINGS

Square slides are used with all circular opening cast iron slide gates.
The square slide provides for mounting of an adequate number of
wedging devices and gives the slide the required beam strength when
the gate is partly open.
The round opening is formed by casting webs of iron in the four
corners of the frame. A section of metal extends back from this round
opening to connect to a round flange.
THE ONLY TIME CIRCULAR OPENING CAST IRON SLIDE GATES
SHOULD BE USED IS FOR ATTACHMENT TO EXISTING OR NEW PIPE
FLANGES.
For all other installations requiring a round opening through the wall,
a square flange round opening wall thimble is strongly recommended.
By using this type of wall thimble, construction is simplified and a
good mounting surface is provided for a square gate. Size and bottom
clearances needed for installation are minimized, which permits the
design of a narrower, less expensive structure.

SIDE WEDGE AND RIB REINFORCEMENT DETAIL
We have standardized on 55' seating and 20' unseating head ratings for
our Series HG560 design. However, this is just a designated minimum
rating and does not indicate the limits of a Hydro Gate heavy duty cast
iron slide gate. Slides for higher heads are readily available and easily
designed for specific applications. Please contact our Engineering
Department for details.

OPTIONAL DESIGN FEATURES

Our engineers can design and furnish special features for specific
applications. A partial list of optional engineered features includes:

GATE SLIDE DESIGN

Hydro Gate® heavy-duty cast iron slide gate slides are integrally
cast with square or rectangular configurations. Cast iron slide
gate slides utilize vertical and horizontal ribs to provide sufficient
strength to meet the required design heads. Each horizontal rib on
the slide combines with a section of the face plate to act as a T beam.
With the slide under seating head, the face plate section provides
maximum strength to the T beam. Under unseating heads, the rib

1.

Bronze guide liners for frequent unseating head operation.

2.

Inverted gate operation (downward opening) to act
as a weir.

3.

Non-standard mounting position such as inclined or horizontal
movement.

Contact our Engineering Department for other special applications.
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Full-Width Dovetail Seating Faces
FULL-WIDTH DOVETAIL SEATING FACES

Hydro Gate® full-width, dovetail seating face is an exclusive feature
that eliminates all fasteners and ensures positive and accurate
attachment of seating faces. (See Figure 1-4, below.)
A dovetail slot or groove is machined in the cast iron face of both the
gate slide and frame. Full-width, corrosion-resistant metal facings
are placed in the grooves and securely seated by pneumatically
hammering a specific number of blows per inch of length. The design
of the original chevron-shape raw seating face is such that the dovetail
grooves are completely filled and the facings are locked and held in
position for the full width and length. After seating, the faces are
machined perfectly flat to ensure proper contact with each other
when the gate is closed.

Slide
Seating
Face

PAINTING

Painting of cast iron gates is primarily decorative. Cast iron by nature
is corrosion resistant in water and waste-water. The high content
of free carbon (graphite) in grey cast iron impedes progressive
corrosion. Our standard paint for submerged gates and components is
Ameron 400 High Solids Epoxy. We can paint gate products according
to customers’ specifications within the limits of environmental
regulations and paint manufacturer’s recommendation.
Painting of gates with multiple coat systems or special colors
adds significantly to production time and costs. The long-term
life of the gate is not improved with “exotic” paint systems.
Standard paint on non-submerged components, such as lifts, is
Ameron 400 High Solids Epoxy with Ameron 450 Urethane Top Coat.

MATERIALS

Frames and slides are grey cast iron for most applications in normal
water. Frames and slides for seawater or brackish water, such as water
used in pulp mills, should be made of nickel containing cast iron (NiResist) to avoid graphitization and loss of strength under these harsh
environments.
All HG560 gates come standard with silicon bronze seat faces. Silicon
bronze offers the best combination of strength, corrosion resistance
and improved gate operation.
Unit pressures on the seating face are usually well below
2,000 psi, even under full wedge condition.

Frame

FIGURE 1-4
DOVETAIL SEATING FACE DETAIL
This method of mounting eliminates the possibility of leakage between
the corrosion-resistant metal face and the casting because there are
no voids or overhangs between the two, and the facing will not work
loose during normal gate operation.
No fasteners are needed to hold seating faces in place, which avoids
the possibility of fasteners allowing leakage or working loose and
causing the gate to malfunction. With the full-width dovetail seating
surface, the intersection of faces at the four corners is metal-to-metal
and does not require fasteners, brazing, or other methods to seal
them against leakage.
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Wedging Devices
SIDE WEDGE (MOUNTED ON SLIDE)

The Hydro Gate® side wedging device is completely adjustable and is
firmly and easily locked in place. (See Detail 1-1, below, and Figure 1-6,
page 8.) A groove is machined into each face of each wedge pad on the
slide. A tongue on the back of the wedge fits into the groove and holds
the wedge in alignment when it contacts the overhang portion of the
wedge block. A slotted hole in the corrosion-resistant metal wedge
allows for full adjustment. A unique design feature ensures positive
locking of each side wedge in its correctly adjusted position. Opposing
inclined surfaces are utilized to prevent slippage of the wedge and
to eliminate the need for adjusting screws and lock nuts. The wedge
mounting stud surface is machined at a taper in the opposite direction
of the wedging face. The mounting stud is drilled and tapped into the
slide at an angle which results in the stud being perpendicular to the
opposing tapered surface on the wedge. As the gate is closed into the
wedges, the side wedge position is fixed. The thicker section of metal
resists being pushed under the nut and washer on the stud.

SIDE WEDGE ASSEMBLY

WEDGING DEVICE

Wedging devices are used to force seating surfaces together when the
gate is closed. Pads for mounting wedges and wedge blocks are cast
as integral parts of the slide and frame. These pads are machined and
drilled as required to receive wedging devices. All Hydro Gate HG560
gates are provided with side wedging devices in sufficient number
to force the seating faces together when the gate is fully closed.
For heavy-duty cast iron slide gates 24" and wider, top and bottom
wedging devices are added when unseating heads are encountered.

Side wedges and wedge blocks can be individually removed and
replaced if damage should occur after the gate is in operation.

Tapped Hole in Slide is Drilled
Perpendicular to the Inclined
Surface of Wedges
Resisting Force of
Mounted Stud
Wedge to Wedge
Block Contact Surface

Closing Forces on
Wedges

Wedge Block to Wedge
Contact Surface

Note: Inclined Surface is Opposite of Wedge
Contact Surface to Prevent Slippage

DETAIL 1-1
SERIES HG560 HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE SLIDE WEDGE AND SIDE WEDGE BLOCK DETAILS
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Wedging Devices
TOP WEDGING DEVICE

Wedging action is between the projection of the wedge and a stirrup
securely attached to the back flange of the gate by two cap screws.

Wedge
Stirrup

Wedge Hook

The adjustable portion of the wedge is held in place by a groove cut
in the top wedge pad which prevents turning of the wedge hook by an
outside force.

Cap Screw and
Locknut (Adjusting
Fastner)

Adjustment is by a separate fastener bearing against the boss on the
slide (see Figure 1-5).

Frame

Slide
Groove (Cut in
Wedge Pad)

Boss

FIGURE 1-5
TOP WEDGING DEVICE

SIDE WEDGING DEVICE

Seating
Surfaces

A tongue on the back of the wedge fits into a machined groove on the
slide and holds the wedge in alignment.

Cast Iron
Frame

Wedge

The stud holding the wedge to the slide is at an angle of less than 90˚
to the machined groove. When the nut on the stud is tightened, the
wedge is firmly locked in position. Each wedge block is individually
mounted on its pad on the gate frame with two fasteners (see Figure
1-6).

Wedge
Block

Cast Iron
Slide

Cap Screw
Stud, Nut and
Washer

FIGURE 1-6
SIDE WEDGING DEVICE

Slide

BOTTOM WEDGING DEVICE

Groove

Wedging action occurs when the projection on the bottom wedge
hook engages the tapered surface inside the wedge stirrup, which is
securely mounted to the back flange of the gate frame by two cap
screws.

Cap Screw
and Locknut
(Adjusting
Fastener)

Wedge
Stirrup

A full-width groove is cut in the pad on the slide to hold the wedge
hook in alignment. As with the top wedge, the wedge hook cannot turn
when the gate is in the partially open position. Positive adjustment is
accomplished by use of a cap screw and locknut (see Figure 1-7).

Wedge Hook

Frame

FIGURE 1-7
BOTTOM WEDGING DEVICE
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Wedging Devices
WEDGE BLOCK (MOUNTED ON FRAME)

Top and bottom wedges (hooks) are mounted in a machined slot on
the side to keep them aligned. These wedges are mounted with a large
corrosion-resistant cap screw and adjustment is maintained with an
adjusting screw and jam nut. The adjusting screw bears against the
slide casting to positively prevent rotation at all times.

Hydro Gate wedge blocks are attached to a wedge pad on the gate
frame with two oversized fasteners. These cap screws are sized to
resist the wedging thrust loads. Low clearances on cap screw holes
and high clamp forces in the cap screws resist any tendency of the
wedge block to rotate. (See Detail 1-1, page 7, and Figure 1-6, page 8.)
®

The wedge block is designed with generous safety factors. The
wedge blocks are easily replaceable and interchangeable during
refurbishment and do not require the entire replacement of the frame
if the frame is in good condition.

TOP AND BOTTOM WEDGES

Hydro Gate top and bottom wedging devices are adjustable. With the
gate in a fully closed position and water on its back side, the adjusting
screw can be tightened to pull the seating faces together. The design
of the mounting pad and wedge hook prevent the adjusting screw
from bearing against the mounting cap screw. This eliminates shear
forces in the cap screw.

Top and bottom wedging devices are used when gates are subjected
to unseating heads. The purpose of these wedging devices is to
minimize deflection of the slide caused by pressure from the unseating
head when the gate is in the fully closed position. The top and bottom
wedges pull the seating faces together so water-tightness is improved.
After the gate has been opened a fraction of an inch, these top and
bottom wedges are no longer in contact with their mating surfaces
and do not add to the strength of the slide.

TOP WEDGE ASSEMBLY

BOTTOM WEDGE ASSEMBLY
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Flush Bottom Closures
FLUSH BOTTOM CLOSURES
•

Provides unimpeded flow not subject to damage from flowing
debris

•
•
•

Fully supported on three sides
Replaceable uniform section throughout length
Minimizes damage caused by sunlight and wet and dry cycles

FLUSH-BOTTOM CLOSURE DESIGN

For normal standard bottom configuration, it is necessary for the slide
to project below the bottom of the gate opening. In many installations,
it is desirable to eliminate the recess in the floor needed for standard
gate closure. A recess in the floor of a continuous structure tends to
collect foreign material such as gravel, debris, and stagnant water.
These foreign materials not only interfere with the flow, but also may
prevent closing of the gate.
The Hydro Gate® flush-bottom seal provides a flat plane across the
bottom of the gate opening, with no part of the seal projecting into
the opening to obstruct the flow. The seal is mounted on a stainless
steel angle at the bottom of the frame and is held in place with a
stainless steel retainer bar. The seal extends beyond the sides of the
slide providing continuous contact across the bottom of the gate.
This arrangement eliminates gaps and leakage at the sides of the gate
opening as can be the case with flush-bottom seals mounted on the
gate slide.
The rectangular rubber bulb seal is firmly supported on three sides.
With only the top sealing surface exposed, damage from floating
objects, wet / dry conditions, or sunlight is held to a minimum.
Abrasion resistant rubber, along with a frame-mounted location,
eliminates seat replacement problems. Slide mounted seals can
be subject to these damaging problems. The knife edge across the
bottom of the slide is rounded to prevent damage to the seal when
the gate is closed. As the gate begins to seat, the seal conforms to the
projection on the bottom of the slide. When the gate is closed tightly,
the seal is compressed and reacts against the thrust of the slide to
make a watertight seal across the bottom opening.

FLUSH BOTTOM SEAL ASSEMBLY
With only one surface of the rubber seal exposed, Hydro Gate flushbottom seals are equally suited for operating heads in either direction.
The flush-bottom seal takes the place of bottom wedges for unseating
heads. With the gate slide in the fully closed position, the wide rubber
seating face of the Hydro Gate flush-bottom seal makes firm contact
with the machined sealing edge on the gate slide, regardless of the
deflection of the slide under seating heads.
Following are typical installation type drawings that can be used
for illustrative purposes in contact drawings or for brief submittals.
Different options are available and applicable options wanted should
be checked. For example, the gate should be either anchor bolt or wall
thimble mounted. If mounted on a wall thimble, the type and overall
length should be indicated.
Lifts are shown mounted on concrete or wall brackets. Please refer to
the Lift and Lift Accessories brochure for details.
The dimension from centerline of gate to top of concrete should be
indicated. This is the “H” dimension.
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Flush Bottom Closures
INSTALLATION CLEARANCES FOR SERIES HG-560 FLUSH BOTTOM GATES
RECESS DIMENSIONS (IN.)

GATE
HEIGHT (IN.)

RECESS HEIGHT (B)

RECESS DEPTH (C)

6-24

6

16

30-54

8

20

60-96

9

29

108-120

10

29

Gate
Slide

Frame

Removable
Retainer Bar

Rubber
Seal

Wall Thimble

B
Stop Plate
C
Fill Blockout With Non-Shrink
Grout After Installation

FIGURE 1-8
HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE FLUSH-BOTTOM DETAIL

STEM BLOCK INSERTED INTO STEM BLOCK POCKET WITH THREADED AND
KEYED CONNECTION TO STEM.

DRILLING SLIDE FOR WEDGES
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HANDWHEEL
PEDESTAL LIFT – HEAVY-DUTY
CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
Drawings and Dimensional Data

SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Lift

Stem Guide

H

Wall Thimble
(If Required)

Wall
Thimble
Length

FIGURE 1-9
HANDWHEEL PEDESTAL LIFT – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
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ENCLOSED GEARED PEDESTAL LIFT –
HEAVY DUTY HG560
CAST IRON SLIDE GATE

Drawings and Dimensional Data
SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Lift

Stem Guide

H

Wall Thimble
(If Required)

Wall
Thimble
Length

FIGURE 1-10
ENCLOSED GEARED PEDESTAL LIFT – HEAVY DUTY HG560 CAST IRON SLIDE GATE
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ELECTRIC ACTUATOR – HEAVY-DUTY
CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
Drawings and Dimensional Data

SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Electric
Actuator

Stem Guide

H

Wall Thimble
(If Required)

Wall
Thimble
Length

FIGURE 1-11
ELECTRIC ACTUATOR – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
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HYDRAULIC CYLINDER MOUNTED ON
A WALL BRACKET – HEAVY-DUTY CAST
IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
Drawings and Dimensional Data
SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Hydraulic Cylinder
on Wall Bracket

Wall
Bracket

Stem Guide

H

Wall Thimble
(If Required)

Wall
Thimble
Length

FIGURE 1-12
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER MOUNTED ON A WALL BRACKET – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
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NON SELF CONTAINED FLOOR BOX –
HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE
(SERIES HG560)
Drawings and Dimensional Data

SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Lift

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Top of Concrete

Cast Iron
Floor Box
and Cover

Stem Guide

H

Wall Thimble
(If Required)

L

Wall Thimble Length

Opening

FIGURE 1-13
NON SELF CONTAINED FLOOR BOX – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
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NON SELF CONTAINED ON WALL
BRACKET – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON
SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
Drawings and Dimensional Data
SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Lift

Top of Concrete
Wall
Bracket
Stem Guide

H

Wall Thimble
(If Required)

L

Wall Thimble Length

Opening

FIGURE 1-14
NON SELF CONTAINED ON WALL BRACKET – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
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NON SELF CONTAINED SLOPE GATE –
HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE
(SERIES HG560)
Drawings and Dimensional Data

SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Lift

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Operator Base

Gate Centerline
Gate Operator Mount Detail
Pipe Supports
Oil Fill Cap and
Pipe Extension

Pipe Tee

Encasement Pipe

Stem
Pipe Clamps

Stud Anchors

Pipe Cooling
Encasement Pipe
Encasement Pipe Support Detail (25 PLCS)
Oil Seal Assy.

H

Wall Thimble
(If Required)

L

Wall Thimble Length

Opening

FIGURE 1-15
NON SELF CONTAINED SLOPE GATE – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
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SELF CONTAINED – HEAVY-DUTY CAST
IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
Drawings and Dimensional Data
SELECT OPTIONS
Q Rising Stems

Q Standard Bottom

Q Wall Thimble Mount

Q Non-Rising Stem

Q Flush Bottom

Q Anchor Bolt Mount

Wall Thimble Length (in inches)
Wall Thimble Type:

QF

QE

Q Mechanical Joint

Wall Thimble Opening:

Q Round

Q Rectangular

Q Lift Mounted on Wall Bracket

Q Lift Mounted on Concrete

Lift

Self Contained Yoke

H

36
Wall Thimble
(If Required)

L

Wall Thimble Length

Opening

FIGURE 1-16
SELF CONTAINED – HEAVY-DUTY CAST IRON SLIDE GATE (SERIES HG560)
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HEAVY-DUTY HG560
CAST IRON SLIDE GATES
Specifications

GENERAL

The contractor shall furnish and install the following cast iron slide
gate assemblies as listed on the “Gate Schedule” and detailed on
the manufacturer’s drawings. The cast iron slide gate assemblies
shall include the gate, frame, wall thimble (if required), stem, stem
guides, and lift. Cast iron slide gates and installation shall meet the
requirements of AWWA C560 except as modified herein. The gate
shall be Hydro Gate® or approved equal.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

Hydro Gate Heavy Duty HG560 Cast Iron Slide Gates are
manufactured in one standard material combination, as listed below.
Various components of the gate are available in other materials when
absolutely required by the customer. Any material variations are
subject to additional costs. Optional materials listed below are not
necessarily all inclusive. Please contact engineering for any additional
clarification on optional materials.
Frame, Slide, Wall Thimble
Standard Material:
Cast Iron, A126, Class B
Optional Materials:
Austenitic Gray Iron (Ni-Resist), A436
Ductile Iron, A536 Grade 80-55-06
Cast Iron with 2% Nickel, A126, Class B
Pedestal, Wall Brackets and Stem Guide Brackets
Standard Material:
Cast Iron, A126, Class B
Optional Materials:
Carbon Steel, A36
Stainless Steel, A276, Type 304 or 316
Wedge, Wedge Block & Stem Block (Thrust Nut)
Standard Material:
Manganese Bronze, B584, Alloy C862
Optional Materials:
Silicon Bronze, B584, Alloy 873
Stainless Steel, A276, Type 304 or 316

Fasteners
Standard Material:
Stainless Steel, F593 (Bolts), Alloy Group 2, Type 316, F594 (Nuts), Alloy
Group 2, Type 316
Optional Materials:
Silicon Bronze, F467, Alloy 651 or 655
Flush Bottom Seal
Standard Material:
Neoprene, D2000, Grade 1AA625
Flush Bottom Seal Retainer
Standard Material:
Stainless Steel, A276, Type 316
Lift Nut
Standard Material:
Manganese Bronze, B584, Alloy C865

Seating Faces (Guide Liners optional)
Standard Material:
Silicon Bronze, ASTM B98, Alloy 651
Stems & Stem Couplings
Standard Material:
Stainless Steel, A276, Type 304 or 316
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HEAVY-DUTY HG560
CAST IRON SLIDE GATES

Specifications
SLIDE

The gate slide shall be cast iron and shall be of one-piece construction.
The slide shall be square or rectangular in shape with integrally cast
vertical and horizontal reinforcing ribs. A heavy reinforcing rib along
each side shall be provided to ensure rigidity between side wedges.
The slide shall be designed to operate under maximum specified
unbalanced head with the minimum safety factory of five. Guide
tongues along each side of the slide shall be machined all over. A nut
pocket shall be cast on the vertical centerline of the gate and shall be
provided with a threaded block for attaching the stem to the slide.
Pads for side wedges and top and bottom wedges, when required,
shall be integrally cast on the slide and machined to receive the
adjustable wedges.

FRAME AND GUIDES

The gate frame and guides shall be cast iron and shall be a one-piece
integral casting. Guide grooves shall be machined on all contact
faces. Overall clearances with slide tongue shall be not more than 1/8"
Faces for mounting of wedging devices shall be fully machined. Guide
grooves shall be of such length as to support at least one-half of the
slide when it is in the full open position. Frames shall be self-contained
(S/C) or not self-contained (NS/C) as listed in the “Gate Schedule.”
Frames with a spigot-back arrangement are not allowed. Round
opening gates shall have a circular flange cast as part of the frame
for mounting to a wall or pipe flange. All wall thimble-mounted gates
shall have a square or rectangular flanged-back frame. The frame
shall be fully machined and drilled to match the wall thimble. Gates
mounted on pipe flanges shall be furnished with partial drilling per
manufacturer’s recommendations.

YOKES

Yokes of self-contained gates shall be structural steel. They shall be
designed to withstand the thrust of the manual lift when a 40 lbs. pull
is placed on the handwheel or crank with a safety factor of 5 based on
the ultimate strength of the material used. The yokes shall be bolted to
machined pads on the gate frame.

SEATING FACES

Corrosion-resistant seating faces shall be mounted around the
perimeter of the slide and frame. They shall be impacted into dovetail
slots and held in position without use of screws or other fasteners.
After mounting, they shall be machined to a plane with a 63 microinch finish or better. When the slide is in the fully closed position and
wedged in position against the frame, maximum clearance between
seating faces shall not exceed 0.004"

WEDGES

Each gate shall be provided with a sufficient number of wedges to
provide a practical degree of water-tightness. Side wedging devices
shall be designed to make full metal-to-metal contact with the
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overhung portion of the frame-mounted wedge block. Wedges shall
be fully adjustable and keyed to prevent any lateral rotation. Side
wedges shall be machined with angled faces and secured with a stud
bolt to prevent any slippage during operation of the gate. Gate shall
be designed with adjustable top and bottom wedges attached to the
frame and slide. The top and bottom wedges shall be mounted in a
machined slot and bolted to the slide to prevent lateral rotation. All
contact faces of wedges and wedge blocks shall be precision-finished
with 63 micro-inch finish or better.

FLUSH-BOTTOM SEAL

Flush-bottom gates shall be provided with a frame-mounted flushbottom seal. The solid bulb resilient rubber seal shall be firmly held in
place using stainless steel retainers and corrosion-resistant fasteners.
The full length of the bottom edge of the slide shall be machined
for making uniform contact with the seal when it is mounted on the
frame. The differential pressure on the rubber seal shall be variable by
adjustment of wedges on the gate.

WALL THIMBLE

Wall thimble shall be a heavy, one-piece iron casting of an E, F or
mechanical joint type configuration. A center ring or water stop shall
be cast around the periphery of the thimble. The front face of the
thimble shall be machined and holes drilled and tapped for attaching
the gate with corrosion-resistant metal studs. The vertical centerline
shall be clearly marked at top and bottom to permit alignment of the
front face in the vertical plane. Wall thimbles shall be internally braced
during concrete placement to prevent warping. Square thimbles shall
be provided with holes in the invert to allow satisfactory concrete
placement beneath the thimble. Holes shall be on centers of 24" or
less. A rubber gasket of uniform thickness or a mastic shall be used
to form a seal between the front face of the thimble and the back of
the gate frame. E-type or mechanical joint wall thimbles shall have the
back flange drilled and machined as shown in the plans or specified in
the “Gate Schedule.”

STEM AND STEM SPLICES

Stems shall be manufactured from stainless steel sized to withstand
the axial compressive and tensile forces created during gate operation
under the specified unbalanced heads and to transmit in compression
at least two times the rated output of the lift with a 40 lbs. effort on
the crank or handwheel, or 1.25 times the stall thrust of the electric
actuator. Threading on stems shall be rolled with double-lead threads
of the Acme type. Cut threads will not be allowed. The contact
surfaces of the threads shall have a maximum 16 micro-inch finish.
Stem couplings shall have internal threads for transmitting the full
thrust of the stem and shall be held in place on the stem with a key,
simultaneously engaging the coupling and both stems.

HEAVY-DUTY HG560
CAST IRON SLIDE GATES
Specifications

STEM GUIDES

FASTENERS

LIFTS

INSTALLATION

Stem guides shall be fully adjustable, heavy duty castings, with 2 piece
cast bronze removable collars. The stem guides shall be properly
spaced to support the stem as a long column, with maximum spacing
not to exceed an l/r of 200.
Manual Lifts – The lifts shall be of the direct drive or enclosed gear
type. Gears shall be steel with machine-cut teeth designed for smooth
operation. The gearing and lift nut shall be mounted in a cast housing
which, in turn, shall be supported by a cast iron or structural steel
pedestal to place the input shaft approximately 36" above the floor.
Lubrication fittings shall be provided in the gear housing to permit
lubrication of all gears and bearings. A maximum effort of 40 lbs. shall
be required to operate the gate after it is unseated from its wedging
devices. All rising stem gates shall be supplied with a clear plastic stem
cover. Geared lifts shall be suitable for manual and portable motor
operation. Lift nuts shall be high-strength bronze. Oil bath lubrication
shall not be allowed.
Stem Covers – Rising stem gates shall be provided with clear plastic
stem covers that will not discolor, crack or become opaque for at least
5 years after installation. The covers shall be capped, vented, and long
enough to allow full travel of the gate.
Electric Powered Lifts – Motor actuator shall be a 460-V,
3-phase, 60-Hz motor with precision reduction gearing enclosed in
a weatherproof housing. The actuator shall be designed to raise the
gate at a rate of approximately 12 in./min. Integral controls shall include
a control power transformer, reversing controller, torque and limit
switches required for controls and remote indication, space heater
to prevent condensation, open-stop-close push-buttons, and gate
position indicator. Where applicable, the controls shall also include
a local-off-remote selector switch. Motor reduction helical gear and
pinion shall be of heat-treated alloy steel. Final reduction worm shall
be of alloy steel and worm gear of machined high-tensile-strength
bronze. All gearing shall be proportioned for 100% overload condition.
Operator shall have a declutch lever and handwheel for manual
operation.

All anchor bolts, studs, assembly bolts, cap screws, nuts, and adjusting
screws shall be of ample section size to withstand the force created by
operation of the gate under full heads of water specified and shall be
stainless steel.
All parts shall be installed and adjusted by the contractor in a
workmanlike manner. The manufacturer shall furnish necessary
drawings and detailed installation, operation and maintenance
instructions for all components. It shall be the contractor’s
responsibility to handle, store, and install all parts and adjust switches
and controls in accordance with the manufacturer’s detailed written
recommendations. Stem threads shall be lubricated prior to operation
of the gate.

CLEANING AND COATING

Cleaning and coating shall be performed at the manufacturer’s plant.
Rust, mill scale, dirt and grease shall be removed by commercial blast
cleaning (SSPC SP-10) method. Paint shall be manufacturer’s standard.

LEAKAGE

After installation and before the gates are put into operation,
a leakage test shall be performed on all cast iron slide gates in
accordance with AWWA C560. Excess leakage shall be reduced to this
maximum by adjusting the gate and its wedges.

POSITIONING LARGE CAST FRAME FOR MACHINING

GATE SCHEDULE
QUANTITY
REQUIRED

SIZE OF
OPENING (IN.)
(W X H)

GATE TYPE:
SELF-CONTAINED OR
NOT SELF-CONTAINED

MAXIMUM OPERATING HEAD (FT.)
SEATING
UNSEATING
DESIGN / OPERATING
DESIGN / OPERATING

BOTTOM
TYPE
FLUSH / STD.

OPERATOR
MANUAL/
ELECTRIC

“H”
DISTANCE

REMARKS

MAXIMUM OPERATING HEAD (FT.)
SEATING
UNSEATING
DESIGN / OPERATING
DESIGN / OPERATING

BOTTOM
TYPE
FLUSH / STD.

OPERATOR
MANUAL/
ELECTRIC

“H”
DISTANCE

REMARKS

WALL THIMBLE-MOUNTED GATE SCHEDULE
QUANTITY
REQUIRED

SIZE OF
OPENING (IN.)
(W X H)

GATE TYPE:
SELF-CONTAINED OR
NOT SELF-CONTAINED
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WALL THIMBLES
Description

DESCRIPTION

A wall thimble is an entirely separate part from the gate proper and is
made of cast iron. Its front face is machined and drilled for attachment
of a gate frame. Its spigot runs parallel to the direction of flow and is
of varying length depending upon the thickness of the concrete wall.
Thimbles are embedded in concrete, preferably in the original pour,
and are one-piece castings.

TYPES OF THIMBLES

Thimble types derive their names from the shapes of their cross
sections. The most frequently used thimble, and our standard, is the
F-type. The front machined face (top of the F) mates with the gate
frame and holes are drilled and tapped to receive studs for holding
the gate to the thimble. The small staff of the letter F acts as a cleat
to hold the thimble in the wall under back pressure conditions. Except
when gates are subjected to a very high unseating head, this cleat
on the F is adequate to distribute the load evenly to the concrete. It
also forms a water stop to prevent percolation of water around the
thimble.
A thimble similar to the F is the E-type. Another full flange
is added to the F and used when the back of the thimble is attached to
an extension liner, another flange, a trash rack,
or a flap gate. The E-type thimble may also be required
when slide gates are subjected to very high unseating heads. (See
figure 4-1, p. 31).

SQUARE FLANGE WITH MECHANICAL JOINT WALL THIMBLE

Mechanical joint thimbles are available in round openings for
attachment of ductile iron pipe. Fasteners, packing, and follower rings
are available from pipe suppliers.
Hydro Gate® designs furnish grout holes along the bottom barrel
surface of all square and rectangular wall thimbles with widths greater
than 30". Thimbles with round barrels do not require grout holes and
are not provided for standard applications. If custom grout holes or
vent connections are required, please contact us to discuss options.

FEATURES
•
•
•

Cast Iron
Machined Faces, Drilled, and Tapped for Gate Attachment

Standard lengths are 12" to 18" and use of standard lengths will
facilitate early delivery.

Forms Opening Through Wall

Thimbles are stamped “Top” and have the vertical centerline located
to aid in alignment.
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Types of Thimbles
ADVANTAGES

Because a thimble is an entirely separate part, it can be shipped prior
to the gate so that it can be included in the construction forms before
the concrete is poured.
A thimble has a machined flange for mounting of the gate. Special
thimbles, such as E-type and the mechanical joint (MJ) thimbles,
have surfaces for attaching pipe or equipment on the other end.
Embedment of the thimble results in an iron-lined opening and a flat
machined face for gate mounting. Thimbles provide a solid mounting
for gates under high heads to resist the hydraulic and operating forces
to which gates are subjected. Mounting a gate directly on concrete
with anchor bolts and a sealing grout pad is not satisfactory for
moderate and high heads, since the dynamic loads can cause fatigue
failure of the grout. Reasonable care must be exercised in forming,
aligning, and bracing of the thimble to prevent warping of the flange
face during concrete placement.
When a thimble is used, nearly all anchor bolts are omitted. Only those
anchor bolts needed above the gate opening to support the top ends
of the gate are required. Problems associated with mounting a gate
directly on concrete can be avoided with thimbles. These problems
include:
1.

The large amount of time required to place and secure anchor
bolts in the forms;

2.

The likelihood of placing anchor bolts in the wrong location; and

3.

The need to realign anchors after removal of forms.

"F" Type

When a thimble is used and the gate arrives on the job, a good
machined surface is already in place for attachment of the gate flange.
Studs are used for attaching the gate frame to the thimble. These
are quickly installed and the back of the machined frame is pulled up
against the front face of the thimble. This simple procedure eliminates
the time-consuming job of installing the gate on anchor bolts, aligning
it, and grouting behind the frame.
A thimble permits the gate to be removed and transferred to another
location for cleaning and painting. Future gate installations can
be provided for by placing thimbles when the concrete is poured,
then covering the openings with blind plate flanges until the gates
themselves are required.

SEALANT

There are two options for sealing the joint between the face of the
thimble and the back of the gate frame. The first option is to apply a
mastic between the machined surfaces. Excess mastic is squeezed out
as nuts on studs are uniformly tightened until the flanges are metal to
metal. This thin film of mastic provides a watertight joint between the
machined flanges. The second option is to use a 1/8" rubber gasket, but
extra care must be taken to obtain uniform tightening of nuts on the
studs. Otherwise, warping of the gate frame may result.
Cloth-inserted gaskets are not recommended, as the fabric has a
tendency to rot.

"E" Type

"MJ" Type

FIGURE 4-1
TYPICAL WALL THIMBLE SECTIONS
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Types of Openings
TYPES OF OPENINGS

THIMBLES FOR ATTACHING GATE AND PIPE

SQUARE FLANGE – SQUARE OPENING AND RECTANGULAR FLANGE RECTANGULAR OPENING

These thimbles, used with square or rectangular opening slide or flap
gates, are commonly of the F-type, supplied in standard lengths of 12"
and 18", depending on the gate size and wall thickness.

SQUARE FRONT FLANGE – ROUND OPENING

Locations requiring round openings through the wall should utilize this
type of thimble. The front face is cast with a square flange to receive
the square gate. The opening through the thimble is round. All four
corners are cast with webs of iron to convert from the square flange
to the round opening. Four reinforcing ribs are cast on the back of the
thimble to give the corners the stiffness and strength required. This
reinforcing is embedded in the wall when the concrete is poured.
Gate installation is simplified with the square flange. All studs are
around the outside square where they are readily accessible. When a
flange-back gate is used, and installation clearances are to be kept at
a minimum, studs can be projected through the frame of the gate to
reduce side and bottom clearances needed.

We can furnish two styles of special thimbles to facilitate attachment
of incoming or outgoing pipelines from treatment plants. Both styles
utilize the square front flange for attaching the square slide gate. The
opening through the thimble and wall is converted to round to match
the pipe. The other end of the E-type thimble has a round flange which
can be drilled to match the commercially available flange for various
cast iron, steel, or concrete pipes or pipe made from other materials.
This round flange is drilled and tapped for ease of field assembly to the
flange on the pipe. The length of the E thimble can be varied to match
the thickness of the wall and thus avoid any other special concrete
forming or adaptation.

MECHANICAL JOINT THIMBLES

The mechanical joint end of the thimble is bored to receive ductile
iron pipe, packing and followers. The end is drilled and tapped for
studs.

ROUND FRONT FLANGE – ROUND OPENING

This thimble consists of a round flange attached to the round opening
portion of the thimble. It is recommended with round opening flap
gates only. Openings for slide gates are best provided through use of
square flange, round opening thimbles.
Round flange-back gates can be attached to round flange thimbles, but
much larger clearances along the side and bottom of the gate and wall
thimble are necessary.

SQUARE FLANGE WITH MECHANICAL JOINT WALL THIMBLE
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NOTES
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OUR MISSION IS TO BE THE LEADING WATER CONTROL GATE MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD, THROUGH CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT
OF AN ORGANIZATION WHICH PROMOTES EXTRAORDINARY CUSTOMER SERVICE, SUPERIOR ENGINEERING, QUALITY PRODUCTS AND
ON-TIME DELIVERY.
For more information about us or to view our full line of water products, please visit www.hydrogate.com or call Hydro Gate customer service at 1.800.423.1323.
Mueller refers to one or more of Mueller Water Products, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“MWP”), and its subsidiaries. MWP and each of subsidiaries are legally separate
and independent entities when providing products and services. MWP does not provide products or services to third parties. MWP and each of its subsidiaries are
liable only for their own acts and omissions and not those of each other. MWP brands include Mueller®, Echologics®, Hydro Gate®, Hydro-Guard®, Jones®, Mi.Net®,
Milliken®, Pratt®, Singer®, and U.S. Pipe Valve & Hydrant. Please see www.muellerwp.com/about to learn more.
Copyright © 2019 Henry Pratt Company, LLC. All Rights Reserved. The trademarks, logos and service marks displayed in this document are the property of Mueller
Water Products, Inc., its affiliates or other third parties. Products marked with a section symbol (§) are subject to patents or patent applications. For details, visit www.
mwppat.com. These products are intended for use in potable water applications. Please contact your Mueller Sales or Customer Service Representative concerning any
other application(s).
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